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t in t~"', ::-.::'~; ~reil!O. I'; iz t.r.c;sc peopl~ -"; ;:0 ~r ... i::.:reasingly faced 
~ with jar~~:~c fQtce~ removals to b~ncust3~$ ~nd an increased police 

and ~illl~~7 ?r~se~ce •• To b~ effective and truly na~ion31, the oor mus 
try t~ ::...,:: . yc,. ,;r.eso! farflun~ ~ ": ' .i ;; 1ities a.,d crer'!!:-y extend our base, 
Aln:aoy "~~ {''''Ie r-ade sc.me ga1:'1i5. The pe: ioc ahea~ calls for an intensi · 
fica~ioll 0; t:.is. 

Our futu:a ~or~ is going to be crucilly affected by the m~nner ~nd 
extent to ~hich we address the Koornhof strategy. The continued denial 
of Secti0n l~ rights to African~, the removals and relocatioBs and 
the inco~~~:a~ion ~f areas into the bantust~ns are all part of a stratE 
strategy d~siyned to force Africans into bantustan~. Our people in 
Magopa. Driczon~ein, Crossroads, KTC, L3~ontville and Bambanathi are 
under the thr~eat of either being remove~ or of having their aresa 
a~eas incorporated into these backyards of Aparth~id •• ln addition, 
those who can:'lo~ acquire Section 10 r.ights, are forced to the bantustans 
to star~'e there. 

(
.on the other si5e o! the resettlement/relocation coin is Koornhof's 
~:ttempt ~o ~oao~t a select few through the Black Local Authorities. Yet 
~lr~3dy we hav~ fuade substantial gains here: we have successfully 
mobilizkd !cr a boycott1 we have cr~3ted informal organizational 
str~cture=: ye have cfeated organization$ opposed to those government 
~ro!ated in~titutions, and we have discredited th~ Black Local 
AI.;';horitie~. 

But, we mur~ recognize too, that the Black Loc~l Au';horities are a 
realit~. ~~~y are ~eing implemented and they will affect the daily 
live~ cf our paop:e. What is the nax'; phase of our campaign? 
Are W~ ~~ir£ t~ r~lax now that we have crgan~~ ' ~ an effective boycott? 
Or ar~ we gv:r7 tc fine new ways to frustr3t~ the Aoornhof Bills, and 
in ~o~ng 3C, ~evelop a coherent strategy ~gainst these bills. 

Eve~ thou~h w~ understand the oor to be a broa4 £ront, we must recognize 
that it i~ ~0~ ne~rly broad enough. There ar~ many organizations which 
remain out~i~~ ouriront. orgar.izations which have not been part of 

_. _ .~he ~lIains ·tr~ar.l of , the-a e'moc= atic nove men t over the last few "yea'r s. 
~~ c~n~ot,a~cept this situation as it is these organizations who will 
'-oecor.le the ':argets cf c~-optio~1 Our task is to bring them into 
our fold. 

At the same time, this expansion must not happen at the expense of 
our or9anization~. The previously oentioned tasks relating to democracy 
and the building of organiaaticns must be made concrete. 

This i:-: : the scenario of the ne~t ft!w mO:1~hs. We see the ODP fulfulling 
these ta~ks by applying itself to the issues which will dominate 
discussion at this conference: n~mely, our response to the 
refer~ndum/election~, the signature campaign ane our camp~ign against 
conscript!=~_ Dniortunately we will.r.ot hay~ tic, ~ ~~~l 

with the ql.Oestion of removals and rese~tlement, but they must be buil~ 
into 9ur c~mpaign. 

l-or tt~sc !~aso~s, 

~~ture ~! o~~ w1rk. 
unity ~r our ?eopl~, 

the decisions which we take will be crucial to the 
These decision~ : must above all, build both the 

and of our front. 
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1. INrn.OrucrION 

The task of compiling a secretarial report which covers the first 
twenty-two months of the Transvaal Region of the United Democratic ;~ .. __ -_. 
Front is a mamnoth one. The UDF's rapid. growth and its extra-
ordinary dynamism is difficult to capture in a report of this 
nature. AA added difficulty is the absence of all our records 
which have been confiscated by the security police. 

Of t.~e 'volumes that can be WI'itten about the UDF (TVL), we present 
a modest attempt at reporting on the activities of the Front is 
this region' to date. Many events of the Front are not mentioned 
here, for such events of the Front are too numerous to mention in 
a short report. 

This report is in four sections. First we will deal with the 
situation prior to the formation of the Front, then our response, 
this will be followed by an evaluation of the present situation, 
and we shall end with pointers to the.way forward. 

2. SI1UATION PRIOR TO THE FOmvtATICN OF UDF 

During the period between 1977 and 1983, there was a countrywide 
wave amongst progressive people towards grassroots organisational 
work. Although a large number of organisations anerged, these were 
isolated and sparsely distributed. Political campaigns were either 
localised or of an ad, hoc nature, for example, AAti-Republic Day 
Campaign and the AAti-Saic Campaign. 

The political and economic crisis facing the Apartheid State was 
ever deepening. By 1982 the state ' had to undertake definite steps 
towards resolving the cris is. .Amongst these steps was the adoption 
of the so-called Refonn Stategy which in the main involved the 

. Koornhof Bills and 'the Constitution Act. With this devious scheme 
the regime aimed at: dividing the cherished unity of the oppressed; 
co-opting sections of the coloured, Indian and African communities, 
and thereby-broadening its reactionary base; isolating the working 
class by luring the oppressed middle classes and finally, creating 
the impression of reform abroad. . • 

P W Botha and the new "enlightened" Nationalist Party anerged as the 
e-reat Afrikaners who WC'uld resolve the crisis. The white public and 
the Western Nations were convinced of this - The bold, confident Botha 
was on the march. His political moves served to confuse the ranks of 
the PFP. and he confidently allowed the ultra-right verkramptes to be 
alienated. He became the darling of big business. This campaign 
climaxed with the Eshowe Conference (held on 4 January 1983) - for 
a moment it seaned as if this grand trick would wrk. 

, 
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On the international scene, the 'regimes Western allies were on the 
offensive against solidarity groups, claiming that there were. signs 
of change .in South Africa. At the same time the US .... -a.s steppmg up 
"constructive engaganent" with this illegi timate state~ Trre 'South 
African question was slipping from the agenda of International 
Human Rights Organisations. 

3. OUR ~PCNSE - ruE IDEA OF A FRQ.\lT 

It became clear that only a United Front of all the people of our 
land would be able to effectively counter this onslaught. This 
Uni ted Front Against Apartheid \'l'Quld: unite our people across 
racial lines; tmi te democrats across class boundaries; co-ordina te 
resistance to the reform strategy at a local, regional and national r---

• . r level; link the struggles of the urban centres to those of country- t 

...... towns and rural areas; counter the state propaganda both at !:lane , 
j and abroad; unite groups and organisations with different ideological t 

") leanings and ignite the fires of res_~_!.~ce _in .. e.very ~'?_t:n~r C?f the . - 1 
~ __ country ... _. _ -- "- -.. - .. __ ---.--.- .. t 

The conference of the Transvaal Anti-SAIC Committee provided the 
opportune moment to issue the call for united action. In the 
Transvaal an interim committee was formed to begin the ground work 
and in Hay 198,? the Transvaal UDF was launched with a General 

\ 
t.-

Council and a consultative committee for the purposes of co-ordination. 
The region was not fully constituted and structures were not r--~' 
finalised, for every attempt was being made to draw in as wide a ! 
range of progressive organisations as possible, into the Front. It 

---....6-concerted attempt was even made _~9.-R.eI:.Sl.1ade. Mapa. to aff~ US!,t..e~ 
1n most quarters the idea onne UDF was recel.ved Wlth exCl.tement i 
and enthusiasm. In July 1983 the first Transvaal Regional ~ 

~ 
Executive Committee was elected. Comrade Albertina Sisulu, who wa5:.--_
in detention at the time, was elected as President. 

On 20 August 1983, six hundred people from tha Transvaal attended the 
National launch of the UDF, either as delegates or as observers. 

r ! The historic launch had an electrifying effect on organisations and 
individuals thoughout the country, and the Transvaal was no exception. 

I. J'i On returning from Cape Town, the region plunged into the first major"l r -
'i. I campaign of the UDF - the Anti-Black Local Authorities Campaign. '-..l 

I The Progr~e of Action of t1;is .~ampai~ included; the formation and 1/'[ 
·t- ! ~trengthemng of local orgamsatl.ons ll.ke the SCA, VCA, etc. It also \ i 
~. i _l.ncluded door-to-door work, \'I'Qrkshops, ~p~g,anda __ and-J!1ass..=mee..t.ings..--t-
L--.,____ BY Decemb~E_I_98~, through our campaign, we displayed that the new - ---::. 

,. 1ITackl..ocal Authorities were as unpopular as the hated Caml'.mi t)' ; . ~ 
Councils. The campaign also laid a firm basis for the eventuaL '- ---- ; 

---

_c;U.smanta_l4t~ of the _!~acl~ Loc_al Au~horJti~.s in most townships--
Through this campaign the UDF was introduced at a mass level in almos~ 
all the townships. We failed, however, to link the campaign to issues 
in the coloured and Indian areas. 

By this stage, a number of important new organisations were formed, 
and affiliated to the Front. Amongst them are the VCA, SOYCO, AYCO, 
TIC and the Anti-PC Committee. 

In November 1983, the white referendum was conducted. On the eve of 
the referendum the first major provinCial rally was held as part of 
the National Campaign against the fraudulent constitution. 

, 
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In this period, the 'Solidarity with the People of Ciskei Campaign' 
was undertaken jointly with affiliated and non-affiliated trade 
Wlions li~e _ CCA\~USA and r.1AWU. The solidarity campaign "''3.S in 
response- to the events surrOWlding the uprisings and brutal 
repression in Mdantsane. 

We ended J983 at the National Ge~eral Council held in P.E. The 
Conference dealt almost solely ~th the infamous debate surroWlding 
the coloured and Indian referendum. The Transvaal delegation went 
ill prepared tothe Conference and the resulting difference on the 
issue led to bitter conflicts and divisions which haunted the Trans
vaal UDF for many months thereafter. 

In February 1984 the l-tillion Signature Campaign was launched at a 
rally in Soshanguve. .Amongst the aims of the campaign was to: 
consolidate the mobilisation during_~ntj-BrA Caffi2~i~; - to 
lntensify grassroots work by entering into one-to-one discussions 
tiith people in the st-r:eets and ilLthe~r hones; to display_te;! _ tjle 

-regi:me,the-wor:lo-_and __ oux: people that -tf1e UDF nasi large_ nunber 
---of supporters. The campaign-- stretched on for much longer than 

initially planned. In the Transvaal, about 60 -CXX) signatures were 
collected~ rather than the targeted 250 CXX>. The campaign was 
hampered by state harassment and cOlmter propaganda. However, the 
campaign assisted greatly towards advancing the aims of the Front. 
Firstly, it provided a means for active involvement of a large 

; 
L 

number of people who had not previously participated in the activities 
of the Front. Secondly, it acted as a unifying campaign in the 
sense that it was conducted in all constituencies and amongst all 
the affiliates throughout the country. Thirdly the campaign 

__ introduced the UDF and its policies to hLmdreds of thousands of 
people at a personal level - perhaps herein lay the greatest value 
of the campaign. And, lastly, the propaganda generated by the 

_ campaign served to counter state propaganda. Thus, w~t on the 
surface appeared to be a harmless collection of signatures was in 
fact a campaign which engaged the state on terms and at a pace 
dictated by us. This campaign was not a reaction to a state initiative 
but rather forced the state to react to us on our terrain. 

The P .E. Conference decided that a campaign against conscription 
should be launched. However J this issue was not addressed as a 
campaign, apart fran it being linked to the Anti-Constitution 
Campaign by the TIC and Anti-PC Commit"tee. This was because most 
organisations outside of the white community did not regard this as 
an imnediate issue. -

. 0-": ./~ 

No report can be complete without mentioning the only major fund
raising activity we engaged in - the highly successful People's 
Festival was held in March last year • 

By mid year the Anti-Constitution Campaign had taken root, particularly 
in the Indian and coloured communities. Intensive door-to-door work 
was being conducted in these areas. - 'I1iiscampaigri-wiS--3.lso being 

-£.onducted by the_ yauth...organisations, J..anen' $ organisations, trade 
_ m:llons-:and--organisations in the African townships. The mcmentous 
VlctOry that followed, once and for all shattered the false image 
created by P W Botha._ 

,. 
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The first large scale detentions of leading UDF actlvlsts was on the 
eve of the August elections. Despite the repression suffered by UDF. 
affiliates intensifi~ strugg~gain~t-tbe racist re~ime. The 
Va'"!J. Civic.Associa1:ion· emb~rkeg. u~~_.a __ Tents boycott which...is 

"'--

. -nIstor.ically_unpreceden1:ed •. _. Neither the occupation of the townships 
-cry;-the SADF. nor the detention of every politically active person. 

nor the many deaths in the streets could quell the militancy of the 
people. ~ ~ 

On the education front, COSAS had con1:inued to draw in more and more 
schools into the battle for SRC's and relevant education. 

All of these events culminated in the highly successful t"'o day 
stay-away in November. TIle stayaway united trade unions and UDF 
affiliates in action. 

,_. 
f 

Because of the repression against UDF, the slogan "Long Live UDF. 
Ban Apartheid" was adopted by the NEC. It was decided that a pro
UDF Campaign around this slogan be conduc1:ed. 

The year was closed with the Black ChristJnas Campaign. a campaign 
which was used to take stock of the· events of the past months and to 
generate solidarity with those who suffered because of the uprisings. 

I 
t 
f 
; 
~ 

• 
~ 
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We debated Edward Kennedy's visit early this year, and thereafter 
began work for the Peace Prize Celebration. The celebration was very 
significant in that it brought the UDF new allies. Its significance 
also lies in the fact that it was the biggest UDF function ever held 
in Soweto. 

_.0 . .. _._._ 

On 19 February 1985, scores of homes and offices were raided by the 
security police and a fur1:her eight people were detained for high 
treason. The state is continuing in its a1:1:ernpts to disorganise the 
UDF and at the same time marginalise it by alienating the Front and 
its leadership from the masses. Fortunately we were much better 
prepared this time than we were in August last year - our operations 
have con1:inued smoothly. 

4. ruE PRESENT SITUATION 

At the organisational level the Front has grown to become very strong. 
Today there are organisations in many, many more areas than had 
existed prior to the formation of the UDF. There is also a new sense 
of militancy amongst the people. They are ·displaying a preparedness 
to fight the ·Apartheid system regardless of the cost. However. many 
organisations in the Front do not have strong and sophisticated 
organisational networks and yet many others do not have a developed 

r '''''''--. layer of activists . ,) .' . }, /' . 

t... . __ ._ . 

By effectively mobilis'ing against the Black Local Authorities and the 
Tri-Cameral parliament, we have broken the back of the state ' s so
called reform strategy. At the same time. with the intensification 
of the struggle and the deepening economic recession, the state has 
little hope ·of resolving the crisis it faces. The state is no longer 
forging ahead confidently. nor is its strategy as clearly worked-out 
as it once was. 

, 
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On the international front, the balance of forces has definately 
swtmg into our favour. The South African question is once again 

t'--. 

i 

high up on the agenda. As a Front, we are also in dynamic interaction 
withsuppcirt groups and other organisations throughout the world. : " . - . -

s. THE WAY FORl'lARD 

A prograbme of action for the ~F has begtm to take shape in the 
following issues and campaigns: the Anti-repression and Release our ; 
Leaders Campaign, the cost of living issue, the Anti-Conscription i 

Campaign, the Anti-Forced Removals Campaign, the developnent of 
organisation in rural areas and the Campaign ·to bring the Black 
Local Authorities, the Tri-cameral Parliament and the Bantustan 
Governments to a halt. 

We go forward confidently with the knowledge that not many mOI:e of 
our AG{'s will be held under Apartheid rule. 

,. 

t 
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"ELUTHI SIoAKHUKHELE KAHLE ABANTU ESIBAQHASHlLESO" (LET'S PAY BETTER 

OUR Ei·1PLOYEES). 

Because even among us, you find people who have been blessed ',IIi th 

'Nealth, who p~y poorly, if least difcount, or there should be a 

conscious, a conscious decision here, among the members here to 

relieve the cost of living in order that each, even those of us who 

are blessed to be having business, to be in professional business, 

should be able to relieve the costs of living by paying at least, a 

good wage, to those who work under them. (Applause) • 

I therefore say therefore that eh the whole issue of the, eh ra, of 

the, of the, of the, of the costs of living is a farce and a programmes 

and ways and means can be found of how best to distribute the wealth 

of this country, such that, everybody benefits and benefits well. 

Thank you very much. 

(Clapping) • 

210. CHAIRMAN Thank you, REV. XUNDU. 

MR. R.D. NAIDOO. 

MR. R.D. NAIDOO. 

Western area and Natal. Mr. Chairman, if we look at the history 

of the working class - struggle, in th~s country, right from the 

early days, we found that the workers participated in the struggles 

for only one thing. 

For decent living and decent living conditions so that they may 

enjoy the full spell of life in this country. Unfortunately 

in our country, starting right back from the 1938 to now, and I 

was involved in the Trade-Unions Movement. 

We were unable to organise the unorganised workers in this country. 

Primarily for the reason the Pass Laws · .... ere ba, a great obstacle 

in bringing about unity in the ranks of the working-class. As time 

8/ .. .. .. 
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went on, we found that the workers despite the many many difficulties, 

were able to rally around the banners of their own Trade Unions 

and conducted illegal strikes according to the pa, Laws of the Land. 

Right up to the time of the 1955, when the SOUTH AFRICAN CONGRESS OF 

TRADE UNIONS came out very clearl~ under the banner of the AFRICAN 
, It 

~IATIONAL CONGRESS, where able to give a direct lead "a direct lead -::0 t he ,'1orking 

class and point out. (Applause). 

And pointed out to the working class of South Africa that do not 

unite now, we will lose our every Birth-right in this country and 

we will use,even lose, our Trade-Unions rights. The Government -

of this country foresaw there is a raising tension, that is coming 

against the White united front, the white united front, so therefore, 

they introduced the \'iIEHAN and the RIECKETT-CQr,!!'IIISSION to bring 

about some laws, where the Black Trade Unions can now organise 

themselves. \V'nat did these 

WIEHAN and RIECKE!T COMNISSION meant to the working class, a further 

division in the ranks of the 'Horking class as are, as a result, the 

militant SACTU was banned, and all of us went to lick our wounds, 

and we went back and we re-assessed our situation and we realised 

now that our struggle lies, everyone of you, are present here, must 

240. realise now that our struggle lies in the hands of the working class. 

(Applause) • 

As long as 

As long as 'He the working class will man the machinery, who handles 

the tools, we are going to lie low. 

And going to wait for something to fall from heaven, then I am 

sorry to say, the facist machinery will come into oppression. 

They will destroy the entire Trade Union structure to the machinery 

that the Government has now created, and we need support from the 

opportunists in our ranks. 

250. Therefore comrades to now say, time has come, the revolution is now 

beginning under the banner of the UNITED ?RONT. 

(Shouting, whistling and clapping). 

9/ .. .. ., 
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We the working class, we the working class, wherever you are, whether 

you are domestic servants or a mine worker, white collar worker, 

must now rally our organisation and march behind the UNITED DEMOCRATIC 

FRONT, and work for the system where the exploitaaonof man by man 
, 

will be done away with and (shouting, whistling and 

clapping) • 

And we must, and we must relentlessly work until the mearis of production 

is in the hands of the working class. 

(Shouting, whistling, screaming and using the slogan of) "AMANDLA -

NGAWETHU, AMANDLA - NGAWETHU, NGAWETHU". 

CHAI RMA1'l 

Thank you, thank you very much, R.D. 

We ask for a further contribution and I am sure everybody else will 

be in the shade' now. 

(Applause) • 

MAMA ZSHLANGU. 

(The speech is in XHOSA and interpreted to ENGLISH: 

NDIYANIBULISA RAM K-ULENJ IKALANGA 

~. 

268. I greet you all this afternoon. 

NDIZA~"UTHETHA PHANTSI KWALAMAXABISO OHYllKILEYO NA1'if NDIVA' NDIVUKELWE. 

INT. 

I'll also speak on behalf of these fact, of high cost of living. 

274. SONG IN ZULU. (9(a)) • 

10/ •• 
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